Refer a Friend (“Offer”) Terms and Conditions
These Terms and Conditions (“Terms”) govern this Offer. Please read the following Terms
carefully and keep a copy for your information.
The Offer
Any subscriber of To The Moon Mobile with an active bundle can participate in the Offer by
accessing the referral section within the TTMM App. Upon access, a subscriber will be provided
with a unique code and / or web link to share with friends and family who are not already TTMM
subscribers (“Friends”) and who are happy to receive the code / link from you.
Friends must register their details with TTMM and make a Qualifying Purchase via the TTMM
website (https://tothemoonmobile.com/) or the TTMM Mobile app. For the purposes of this
Offer, a Qualifying Purchase shall mean purchase of any paid bundle offered by TTMM (as of
February 2nd 2021 any bundle equal to or in excess of 2 GB is considered to be a paid bundle).
Following the Qualifying Purchase, a Friend will receive TTMM SIM card and will have to activate
the SIM card. For the Friend and the relevant TTMM subscriber who referred the Friend to be
eligible to receive the relevant reward, the Friend will have to renew the bundle the Friend has
purchased following the referral or to purchase any other paid bundle (“Trigger”).
Upon the Trigger happening:
-

-

TTMM subscriber who referred the Friend will receive an Amazon e-voucher with the
value equal to the first bundle of the Friend constituting the Qualifying Purchase. Amazon
e-voucher will be delivered by email to the email address used to register. E-voucher
terms apply. No cash or other alternatives; and
The Friend will have an amount equal to the amount paid by the Friend for the first bundle
of the Friend constituting the Qualifying Purchase to the Friend’s mobile account. No cash
or other alternatives.

This Offer applies to your personal contacts only. That means any purchases you make and
purchases made by anyone you refer as part of a job or a position you hold or as an agent, won’t
count and will be disqualified from the Offer.
TTMM reserves the right to withdraw or amend the Offer at any time, without notice and / or to
substitute the rewards referred to hereinabove for an alternative of equal or greater value.
The Offer is governed by English law and is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of English courts.

